
innovative technology of door making 
PLANOGLAS - the original  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The flush and jointless 
double glazing without 
any glass bars! 



High-class architecture needs 
high-class doors: PLANOGLAS 

«Less is more» 
Mies van der Rohe 

This has become the basics 
of an architecture, that 
doesn't hide and cover any 
more, but achieves the 
synthesis of technique and 
art at the same time by 
reducing the complete thing 
to the essential - following 
the function - which is an 
expression of modern and 
functional architecture. 

The great idea of a building 
needs to be seen in ist 
smallest parts. 
So the user of a building can 
make the experience of the 
architecture's real value, as it 
is the small things he is in 
direct contact with every day, 
and which need to convince 
him every day by their 
ergonomics, esthetics and 
usability. 



To develop new things, 
old ones need to be removed. 

The standard glass bar: 
Rebated glass bars do clamp the 
pane in middle. To avoid 
movement and shattering of the 
glass, a seal is installed. The 
glass bars are fixed by pins or 
screws. The disadvantage is, 
that the glass bars are above the 
leaf surface, their fixing 
remains visible and there is a 
joint in the rebate. Mainly the 
colour of the bars is not 
matching with the leaf surface. 

The half solution - flush glass 
bars: 
Better look, but with the same 
disadvantages as before. More 
than this, there are new 
disadvantages: cracking of the 
surface, starting in the opening 
corners, cannot be excluded. Just 
thin glass panes can be used, so 
acoustic glass would be 
impossible to install. 

PLANOGLAS - the 
complete solution 
is the flush and jointless 
double glazing on both sides 
of the leaf, flush with the 
adjacent leaf surface, for best 
design, high acoustic rates 
and highest hygienical 
demands - for very high 
lifetime and absolute 
tightness. 



Innovative door equipment - developed on 
base of practical requirements 

To develop new things, old ones need to be removed. 
neuform has removed the glass bar: 
 
Questions and problems of glass bars: 
 

� Glass bars are different from door leaves with veneer or HPL surface in colour 
and design. 

 

� How is it possible to avoid the bad look of seal stripes or screws to fix the 
bars? Which better design alternatives are available? 

 

� When cleaning the glass with water, the water can enter the glass joint. The 
door could soak and swell and germs could develop. This especially is a big 
problem for hospital doors. 

 

� How can acoustic rates be achieved with glazed doors? Until now, thick 
acoustic glasses were inserted into 40 mm thick leaves. So, only slim glass 
bars could hold the heavy glass. This could be a problem for the permanent 
use. 

 

� How to avoid shattering of the glass pane in the leaf? This is a permanent 
problem of using the door. 

 

� So why fixing glass panes by glass holding bars? 



So there are sufficient reasons to ask about an alternative to the glass bars. The 
neuform development team consequently looked for a good solution. 
 
The result's name is PLANOGLAS: 
 
Two glass panes are being glued into the vision panel opening of a door leaf, 
from both sides - absolutely exact, jointless and flush with the adjacent leaf 
surface - to be permanently fixed. 
 
This leads to the following advantages: 
- high-class and filigree design by glazing flush with the leaf surface 
- optional installing of a blind between the glass panes 
- optimal cleaning and hygienical conditions because of the jointless 

connection 
- high acoustic rates of up to 43 dB 
- high safety by tested and permanent fixing of the glass by glue 
 
With PLANOGLAS neuform developed an innovative and unique glazing 
system. 

Blind between glasses: 
opening and closing by turning knob 



Approved in practical use: 
individual and variable 

The following examples should convince planners of the 
available variants of this kind of glazing: 
 
1. The first PLANOGLAS sample of 1999: 
 Presented a new development on the Munich building 

exhibition, PLANOGLAS could be combined with the 
neuform system "S" frame to be flush on the same level. 

 
2. St.Georg Hospital in Leipzig: 
 High rounded arches for the old building show the 

combination of the modern with the old - fulfilling the 
hygienical demands of the hospital. 

 
3. Closing by flap: Realizing an architect's proposal, the red flap 

gives additional safety for the installed radiation protection 
glazing (Max Planck Institute in Leipzig). 

 
4. Free selection of glass shape: Every geometrical shape can be 

made, even very slim slits as lighting beams are possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Max Planck Institute in 
Leipzig: 
rectangualr vision panels in 
different sizes and forms 





PLANOGLAS ULTRA: 
the ideal design 

PLANOGLAS ULTRA: 
leaf with glass surface 

Advantages: 
 

- filigree design 
- smooth glass surface 
- optimal transparency 
- jointless surface, easy to clean 
- high acoustic rates 

 



ALLIANZ Stuttgart: 
PLANOGLAS as fire doorset with 
30 minutes0 



PLANOGLAS 40 
 

Leaf edge: rebated 25.5 x 13 мм flush 
 

Door leaf: 
Cover sheet: HDF plate 3 mm thick 
Filling: full chipboard 
Weight per m²: approx. 33 kg 
Leaf thickness: approx. 40 mm 
Acoustic rate: 32 dB 
 
Jointless glazing, high acoustic rate: 
Glass: 2x 6 mm VSG 
Glass type: � clear � milky � satinated 
Frieze width: � lateral � top � bottom (minimal to be 120 mm) 
Round glass: � diameter … mm 
Add. equipment: � blind with adjustment � different colours between the glass panes 

PLANOGLAS 65 
 

Leaf edge: rebated 25.5 x 13 мм/25 x 15 mm flush 
 

Door leaf: 
Cover sheet: HDF plate 3 mm thick 
Filling: full chipboard 
Weight per m²: approx. 39 kg 
Leaf thickness: approx. 65 mm 
Acoustic rate: 38 dB 
 
Jointless glazing, high acoustic rate: 
Glass: 2x 8 mm VSG-SI 
Glass type: � clear � milky � satinated 
Frieze width: � lateral � top � bottom (minimal to be 120 mm) 
Round glass: � diameter … mm 
Add. equipment: � blind with adjustment � different colours between the glass panes 



PLANOGLAS ULTRA 
 

Leaf edge: rebated 25.5 x 13 мм flush 
 

Door leaf: 
Cover sheet: wooden frame 
Weight per m²: approx. 35 kg 
Leaf thickness: approx. 40 mm (flush door); approx. 50 mm (rebated door) 
Acoustic rate: 32 dB 
 
Jointless glazing, high acoustic rate: 
Glass: 2x 6 mm ESG 
Glass type: � clear � milky � satinated 
Frieze width: � lateral � top � bottom (minimal to be 120 mm) 
Round glass: � diameter … mm 
Add. equipment: � blind with adjustment � different colours between the glass panes 

PLANOGLAS T30 
 

Leaf edge: rebated 53 x 12 мм flush with 20 x 15 mm rebate 
 

Door leaf: 
Cover sheet: HDF plate 3 mm thick 
Filling: full chipboard 
Weight per m²: approx. 70 kg 
Leaf thickness: approx. 70 mm 
Acoustic rate: 38 dB 
 
Jointless glazing, high acoustic rate: 
Glass: 2x 6 mm VSG-SI and Promaglas 30, type 1-0 
Glass type: � clear � milky � satinated 
Frieze width: � lateral � top � bottom (minimal to be 120 mm) 
Round glass: � diameter … mm 
Add. equipment: � blind with adjustment � different colours between the glass panes 



Innovation is our standard 

PLANOGLAS completes and optimizes our program: 
 
Project doors for your demand: 
 
� fire and smoke protection doors with 30, 60 and 90 

minutes 
 

� acoustic doorsets with 32 dB, 37 dB, 42 dB, 47 dB 

� wet room doors 

� radiation protection doors 

� SONOR-VENTI - the acoustic door with ventilation 

� doors with polyurethane leaf edges 

� wooden wall enfolding frame VARIANT 

� SONOR-SLIDE - the acoustic sliding doorset 

neuform - Türenwerk 
Hans Glock GmbH & Co. KG 
 
Weißendorfer Straße 7 
07937 Zeulenroda 
 
Export: 
Phone: +49-36628-695-123 
Fax: +49-36628-695-113 
 
nils.doerfel@neuform-tuer.de 
www.neuform-tuer.de 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALLIANZ Unterföhring 
PLANOGLAS 


